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I manage content for Jesus girls.  I'm here to work behind the scenes so you can shine bright

with ease and focus on what matters most.  I'm here to efficiently handle your content with

care, consistency, creativity and competence.

I am a naturally energetic and highly motivated team player with a spirit to serve. Working with

me is a breeze because I bring to the table an ability to have a light hearted, positive attitude

while simultaneously taking initiative and working with extreme focus. I place a high value on 

 integrity and on being coachable - I love to learn and improve. 

When I'm not at my computer, you can find me wandering around our 9 acres with my

husband, 4 children, and 23 chickens.  We homeschool, garden, and are working on building a

sustainable life here in Michigan!

Basically, what this all means is that I am here to help you protect your most precious asset of

time. Please take a moment to review following pages to learn more. I would love to connect

soon and discuss how I can make your life easier and help you reach your goals.  Let's chat!

Welcome!
Hi! I'm Maria!

Maria

https://mariachristinevirtualassistantservices.hbportal.co/schedule/61ab999461bca608a96d4588
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Pinterest PinsMy Work



This time of year tends to bring about some reflection. So, speaking to a younger me, to me today - to you, whatever

age you are reading this:

My advice to us both is INVEST.

1. Invest in your relationship with your Creator.

Spend time getting to know His heart and character

✅ Through His word.

✅ Through worship.

✅ Sitting in His peaceful, loving presence.

Allow Him to tell you who you are, who He created you to be - and write down what He reveals to your heart about

your identity. 

2. Invest in your people.

Be present with your loved ones.

✅ Really listen and love without expecting anything in return. 

✅ Build strong, meaningful friendships. 

✅ Allow yourself to be open and vulnerable and known for who you really are.

Pray for your husband and be walking in expectation for God to provide. Continue to seek Jesus to reveal your

hearts to one another...for the rest of your lives.

3. Invest in your community.

Seek out organizations locally that support what you believe in. 

✅ Volunteer.

✅ Mentor.

✅ Share your heart, gifts and talents.

In doing this, you will make your world a better place sowing into a culture of honor and spreading it far and wide.

4. Invest your money.

Sow into your church, give back to God's kingdom, thankful that He provides your paycheck.

 Study and research personal finance. Make your hard earned dollars work for you and not the other way around.

✅Look into apps for free investing in the stock market.

✅ Purchasing a house is another great way to invest.

✅ If you know someone with a small business, you could ask if they need a micro investor for a small share of their

profits. 

✅ Banks have a variety of investment products as well. 

There are lots of options out there, just start googling and see what is a good fit for your goals.

The bottom line is, don't be like me when I was younger. Invest when you are young and by the time you are in your

thirties, you'll be well on your way.

And for those of us who are already getting on later in life, God is faithful. We are so blessed in so many ways. Sure,

I wish I would have made better decisions, but every decision has led me to this moment and it is beautiful.

CaptionsMy Work



Everyone questions themselves at some point, especially as a business owner.  

Your journey is unique to you and so as you go through the ups and downs, you get the choice to keep

going no matter what life throws at you. 

We all have doubts:

Is this risk worth it?

Will this connect with my audience?

Can I really achieve these goals I'm setting for my business?

It is normal and even beneficial to ask ourselves these questions.  Meditating on these things helps us to

produce quality work and grow in our business.  

We just don't want to get stuck in any doubt to the point where it stops us from moving forward or taking

that leap.  

What are some doubts that you can turn into productive questions to keep you moving along on your

journey?

Connecting with your clients and potential clients is essential in any business, but especially when you are

looking to build trust. 

People buy from people, so the more they can get to know you, the more they will be happy to trust you

with their important travel plans.  

Here are a few ways to promote engagement and connection with your audience through your social

media channels. 

Have you tried any of these?  

What are some of your favorite ways to connect?

When I was working way up in this business, I reached out to those who were already experiencing success

for help.  

Crickets.

I soon realized that this industry was somewhat vicious. 

I'm here to change that.  

There is more than enough work for all of us, and instead of keeping my amazing secrets to success all to

myself, I'm here to share with you!

We are better together

When we work with one another, rather than against one another, the whole community benefits.  

Customer experience improves overall.

Professionals get a glowing reputation.

Together we become a force to raise the bar.

Ultimately this means growth in this industry, thus creating even more work for us all. 

Let's move forward together in 2022!
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We feel bad that others are still stuck and don’t understand what we are doing. 

We get trapped in the thought cycles that we don’t deserve a better life and so it feels “wrong” to

pursue these healthy changes at first. 

The guilt sets in because those we are leaving in our former life don’t take lightly to us walking away.  

Taking care of ourselves is a new behavior because we were always taught to please other people or

pacify them, especially in abusive or addiction situations.  

Letting Go 7 Day Devotional on the You Version App

Why Trauma Survivors Fear Change

I grew up in a home filled with trauma, abuse, addiction and pain. Recovery has been a long road, and I

am still learning. When I first decided it was time for a change, I quickly became terrified. Maybe you can

relate.  

Maybe you come from a similar background and the thought of changing your life is too much to consider.

I encourage you to challenge your thinking in this.  

It’s not too much, you do deserve to heal.  

You might just need help understanding why it is so overwhelming. Read on, I’m breaking it down in this

post. 

Why Am I Scared to Heal from Trauma?

When you make the decision to heal from your trauma, you will feel all sorts of different emotions. I was

prepared for this, but I did not expect one of them to be guilt. 

Survivor’s guilt is the discomfort we feel in creating a better life for ourselves. This creates a variety of

complex emotions:

In order to change and create a better life for ourselves, we have to leave some things and some people

behind.  

This guilt has actually led me to go back to unhealthy relationships I used to be a part of. Then, of course,

the cycle of getting sick again would start all over. These setbacks in my healing process taught me so

much.  

Coping With Change

I got to the point where I knew something had to change. Everything had to change. Which meant, I had to

push through the fear of change.

As we go through life, change is going to be happening all around us all the time. Working through healing

from trauma helps us to better cope with changes as they come, and not let our world fall apart each

time.  

With the supernatural power of Jesus and the natural power of practical steps and learning, a new life can

be reached.  

To hear more on this topic, you can listen to my podcast here.

If you or someone you know is on the journey to recover from childhood trauma, I encourage you to check

out my resources.  

Cross Addicted Book by Paula

Content Repurposed Blog PostMy Work

https://www.bible.com/reading-plans/21769-letting-go-family-trauma-and-addiction
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/why-trauma-survivors-fear-change/id1531492196?i=1000521586476
https://www.amazon.com/Cross-Addicted-Breaking-Family-Addiction/dp/1646451449/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1589851123&sr=8-1


We grow to have our own independent voice. 

We are no longer going to be bullied or silenced or manipulated. 

When we heal and grow, we can say NO. That’s not my truth anymore. 

Subject: Do you fear change? This might be why.

Hi (first name), 

Have you ever heard of survivor’s guilt?

Basically, this is when we as trauma survivors feel guilty for changing and creating a better life for

ourselves. 

To some people, this might not make sense, but we know what this feels like.  

It feels like leaving a whole life behind and starting new. It’s scary. It’s hard. It’s lonely.  

It’s worth it. Don’t ever stop.

The guilt sets in because those we are leaving in our former life don’t take lightly to us walking away.

Taking care of ourselves is a new behavior because we were always taught to please other people or

pacify them, especially in abusive or addiction situations.  

But when we start to heal… we get to find our own voice and we get to say “don’t mess with me bro!”

No matter how much we feel that we need other relationships, we first need to ask ourselves:

Is this relationship adding to my growth or taking away from it? 

I have done so much work to get where I am today, that I am NOT going to allow this person to impact my

life anymore.  

And no, I don’t do it perfectly all the time. I still let people in from time to time and then I feel that same

old sting. I have to do the work to ask myself, “How did they get access to me again?”

So it’s okay to fear change. But it is important that we don’t stay in that fear. It is important that we go

ahead and move toward the change anyway. Our lives depend on it. The lives of those who need us

depend on it.  

Does this resonate with you, (name)? Hit reply and tell me how you feel about change. Has fear paralyzed

you? Have you found ways to work through it? 

I’m here to help, because I have been there.

Check out this podcast episode where I take a deeper dive into this very subject. 

You can also access my FREE devotional on healing from family trauma on the YouVersion Bible app. 

I have written out my whole story in my book, Cross Addicted. You can find it here.

Much Love, 
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https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/why-trauma-survivors-fear-change/id1531492196?i=1000521586476
https://www.bible.com/reading-plans/21769-letting-go-family-trauma-and-addiction
https://www.amazon.com/Cross-Addicted-Breaking-Family-Addiction/dp/1646451449/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1589851123&sr=8-1


Maria has been the most pleasant and awesome to work with! She
always creates with excellence!

BONNIE RUTH R. COORDINATOR - LINKED INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF CHURCHES (LINC)
 

Maria has helped me on and off since 2013.  The level of service and
commitment is unbeatable.  She will listen, give advice, meet deadlines

and always goes the extra mile.  She even comes up with things you
didn’t know you needed.  I would recommend her services to anyone.

JENNIE L. SALES AND ACCOUNTS MANAGER, - AUTOMATED MACHINE SYSTEMS

Maria has already helped me so much! I am so happy with how she
uses my voice and content in my emails! The suggestions she's had are

exactly what I need! 
 

KAREN S.  AUTHOR OF SEEING CHRISTMAS - LITTLE BIRD PRESS

I am super impressed with Maria and so glad that we are working
together!   I love the way she recycled my content! She makes me want

to hear more from me. Wow!
 

SUSAN S. BLOGGER, ENCOURAGER, WELLNES COACH - A VINTAGE FARMWIFE

Testimonials



*Discounts available for autopay and annual retainer.*

Repurposing your content into weekly blog posts that educate, entertain or
inspire.
Adding external links, internal links and affiliate links
Adding featured graphic, SEO and CTA
Headline and keyword optimization
2 Social Media graphics per post
1 opt-in per post
Analytics

MONTHLY CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Packages tailored to fit the needs of YOUR unique content!

Services
Repurposing your content into weekly blog posts that educate, entertain or
inspire.
Adding external links, internal links and affiliate links
Adding featured graphic, SEO and CTA
Headline and keyword optimization
Analytics

Helpful Package $400

Support Package $700

Repurposing your content into weekly blog posts that educate, entertain or
inspire.
Adding external links, internal links and affiliate links
Adding featured graphic, SEO and CTA
Headline and keyword optimization
2 Social Media graphics per post
1 opt-in per post
Post repurposed into Email Newsletter 
Booking and managing collaborations
Analytics

Essential Package $1000



*Discounts available for autopay and annual retainer.*

MONTHLY SERVICE ADD ON'S
Services

10 custom pin designs per post
Keyword rich descriptions and titles
Consistently posting pins
Adding new boards and/or optimizing current boards 
Analytics

Pinterest Management $200

12 unique designs per month
Posts repurposed/resized over 4 platforms
Engaging captions with CTAs
Hashtag/keyword research
Basic engagement
Content calendar and scheduling

Social Media Management $400

Strategy & Planning Session
List of 10 targeted collaborations researched, vetted, and qualified
Outreach and follow up
Coordinating/Scheduling Collaboration
Post collaboration follow up
Pitching Management Trello or Click Up Board

Collaboration Pitching $300

Packages tailored to fit the needs of YOUR unique content!



ONE-TIME SERVICES

Blog Launch                                    $800                  
Strategy & Onboarding Call
Creation of Blog 
Registering with Google
Registering up to 4 platform social media pages
Preparing of 3 posts for launch
Blog Artwork and Graphics Templates
Blog Post Template
Launch Promotion Strategy Plan
Blog Management Trello or Click Up Board

Monitize with Merch                          $1300              
Strategy & Planning Session
Creation of storefront and integration with your website
Copy for store pages with SEO best practices
Sourcing stock photos 
Design and post up to 10 print-on-demand products
Promotion Artwork and Graphics Templates
Listing Descriptions and Templates
Launch Promotion Strategy Plan
Project Management Trello or Click Up Board

Services
Optimize Email List                              $500             

Strategy & Planning Session
Creation of digital opt in
Design and integrate lead capture form
Email welcome sequence (2-3 emails)
Promotion Artwork and Graphics Templates

Packages tailored to fit the needs of YOUR unique content!



CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE A
FREE CONSULTATION!

READY TO FREE UP YOUR TIME
AND PUT YOUR FOCUS BACK
ON WHAT MATTERS MOST?

If you have any additional questions, 
don't hesitate to email me mariachristineva@gmail.com

Let's DoThis

https://mariachristinevirtualassistantservices.hbportal.co/schedule/61ab999461bca608a96d4588
https://mariachristinevirtualassistantservices.hbportal.co/schedule/61ab999461bca608a96d4588

